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ABSTRACT

Acquiring and processing Diffusion MRI in spinal cord present inherent challenges. Differences in magnetic susceptibility between soft tissues, air and bone make the magnetic field of spinal cord non-uniform and inhomogeneous. In this context various procedures were proposed for correcting this distortion. In this work, we propose novel geometric statistics to measure the alignment of the reconstructed diffusion model with the apparent centerline of the spine. In parallel of the correlation with an anatomical T2-weighted image, we show the utility of these statistics to study and evaluate the impact of distortion correction by comparing 3 distortion correction methods from reversed gradient polarity strategy.

Index Terms— Diffusion MRI, Spinal Cord, Distortion correction

1. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is a unique MRI modality to map the in vivo geometry of neural architecture. Echo-planar images are sensitive to B0-field inhomogeneity; the resulting artefacts can severely affect image quality particularly in the spine region. However, strategies exist to correct these distortions, including co-registration, point spread function, phase field map and reversed gradient polarity method (RGPM). This pre-processing step is key to a number of analyses, including tractography and statistical analysis of scalar maps derived from the diffusion tensor such as fractional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD).

In this work, we focus on the comparative evaluation of field inhomogeneity-induced distortion correction methods using RGPM, since the latter was shown to provide best results [1]. We propose a novel geometric method to measure the alignment of the reconstructed diffusion model with the apparent centerline of the spine. We use this measure and the correlation with an anatomical T2-weighted image to compare 3 distortion correction methods: HySCO [2] as implemented in ACID/SPM Toolbok, Topup [3] as implemented in FSL and Voss [4] (in-house implementation).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Geometric measure of alignment

The diffusion tensor model relates the local displacement of water molecules with the surrounding tissue microstructure. In the spinal cord white matter, it is mainly aligned with longitudinal fibers [5], which themselves follow a path parallel to the centerline of the spinal cord. We can therefore expect that the principal eigenvector of the diffusion tensor is locally aligned tangentially with the centerline of the spine. However, when the image is distorted, the apparent shape of the spine is affected, while the direction of the tensor is not. This results in a poorer alignment of the diffusion tensor with the spine, locally. In what follows, we describe a method to measure how the diffusion tensors and the centerline align with each other.

Using a binary mask of the spine, we compute the centerline in two steps: first, for every axial slice, we compute the barycenter of the mask within this slice; then we fit a degree-3 smoothing spline to the set of barycenters. This provides us with a continuous, differentiable representation of the centerline, from which we can compute the Frenet frame. For a parametric curve \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), the Frenet frame is defined as \((T, N, B)\) where \( T \) is the tangent, \( N \) is the normal and \( B \) is the binormal (see Fig. 1):

\[
\text{Tangent} \quad T = \frac{dx}{ds} = \frac{x'}{|x'|} = \frac{v}{|v|}
\]

\[
\text{Normal} \quad N = \frac{dT/ds}{|dT/ds|} = \frac{T'}{|T|}
\]

\[
\text{Binormal} \quad B = T \times N
\]

In the above, we use the curvilinear abscissa \( s \), defined as

\[
s(t) = \int_0^t |x'(\tau)|d\tau,
\]

and \( v = x' \) is the velocity.
For every voxel at position \( r \) within the spinal cord, we compute the coordinates of the diffusion tensor principal eigenvector, \( e_1(r) \), in the Frenet frame computed at the closest point \( x(t_0) \) in the centerline: 
\[
t_0 = \arg \min_t \{ |x(t) - r| \}.
\]

In order to summarize the distribution of \( e_1(r) \) over a region \( \Omega \), we compute the covariance matrix of these directions 
\[
M = \frac{1}{V(\Omega)} \int_{\Omega} e_1(r)e_1(r)^T dr.
\]
where \( V(\Omega) \) is the volume of \( \Omega \). From the eigendecomposition of \( M \) we extract two statistics: first the mean angle direction (MAD), defined as the angle between the principal eigenvector of \( M \) and \( T \); second the angular concentration of directions (ACD), defined as the first eigenvalue of \( M \). These stats were computed for \( \Omega \in \{C_1, \ldots, C_7,T_1,T_2,C_1-C_7,T_1-T_2\} \) corresponding to every cervical and thoracic vertebral levels.

### 2.2. Data acquisition

#### 2.2.1. Patients and healthy volunteers

29 controls and 66 multiple sclerosis (MS) patients were recruited in the study from Rennes, Strasbourg, Marseille and Montpellier, approved by the local research ethics committee. All participants provided informed written consent.

#### 2.2.2. MRI Acquisition

Images were acquired on a 3T Siemens Verio and a 3T Skyra scanners. Thirty non-collinear diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were acquired at \( b = 900 \text{ s-mm}^{-2} \), six non-DWI (\( b = 0 \)) measurements and one non-DWI (\( b = 0 \)) with an opposite phase encoding direction (PED) were also acquired. Scans were performed in sagittal orientation and head-foot (H-F) PED. The pulse sequence used for diffusion MRI is echo planar imaging (EPI). The reduced-FOV (field-of-view) technique was employed to reduce sensitivity of EPI to susceptibility artifacts. Sixteen slices were acquired with the following parameters without inter-slice gap: TR/TE = 3600/90 ms, with 2x2x2 mm\(^3\) as the resolution, and image matrix 80x80. The total acquisition time for the dMRI sequence was approximately 7 minutes. The protocol also includes two high-resolution anatomical references, T1-weighted image with an isotropic 1x1x1 mm\(^3\) resolution and T2-weighted image with anisotropic 0.7x0.7x2.75 mm\(^3\) resolution.

#### 2.2.3. Pre-processing and metrics extraction

##### 2.3.1. Diffusion MRI pre-processing

Motion between DWI were corrected using the Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT) [6, 7]. Then, dMRI data were corrected for susceptibility distortion using the following three methods: Voss method [4] (in-house implementation), Topup implemented in FSL toolbox [3] and HySCO (Hyperelastic Susceptibility Artefact Correction) method [2] as implemented in ACID-SPM toolbox. In order not to bias the distortion correction comparison, we did a quality check to be sure that there no artifacts related to motion and ghosting in chosen data.

##### 2.3.2. Segmentation

Using the Spinal Cord Toolbox (SCT) [7], whole spinal cord segmentation was carried out on T1-weighted, on T2-weighted and on the mean of corrected DWI volume (\( b = 900 \text{ s-mm}^{-2} \)) by each method. A quality check was performed and manual adjustments were made when necessary.

#### 2.3.3. Template-based analysis

Next, DWI data were registered to the PAM50 spinal cord template [8], using a various affine and homeomorphic transformation between the mean of the DWI, PAM50 template
[7] and the T1-weighted anatomical data as it has isotropic resolution. Alignment with the template provides robust definition of the inter-vertebral levels for the spine. This enables computation of the average metrics in spinal cord using the atlas-based approach introduced in [9], which overcome biases related to partial volume effects. As a result, we can quantify diffusion-based metrics averaged for each inter-vertebral level between C1 and T2. The processing pipeline is summarized in Fig. 3.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Geometric statistics

For every distortion correction method, geometric stats were computed for every cervical and thoracic levels; paired t-test was computed to compare the performance of each method to the non-corrected dMRI. Results of p-values and t-statistic are presented in tables 2 and 1. Green and red indicate significant improvement and significant deterioration, respectively.

3.2. Cross-correlation study

Cross-correlation was computed between first b=0 volume of uncorrected and each corrected dMRI, and the rigidly registered T2-weighted only within the overlap between mask of DWI and the rigidly registered mask of T2-weighted (Fig. 2). We calculate cross-correlation for the whole spinal cord. A Tukey test was performed on the cross-correlation scores and reported in Table. 3. Note that results presented here are slightly different to the study reported in [1] because of some difference in pipeline treatment. In (Fig. 4) results in boxplot format.

4. DISCUSSION

For HySCO, as shown in Table. 1, for MAD metric we can observe that it performs significantly better than uncorrected in T1 and T2 vertebral levels. For ACD metric we remark a significant improvement at edges of the spinal cord (C1 and T1), for whole of cervical and thoracic parts as shown in Table. 2. For Topup, there is some significant improvement for the angular concentration in some levels, not part. However, we remark significant deterioration in the mean angle direction in C2 and C5 levels. For Voss method, there a slight improvement in MAD metric but a very remarkable amelioration for angular concentration of directions in all levels and parts of the spinal cord, exception C3 and C4 which are in the middle of the field-of-view of the acquisition. For cross-correlation, there no significant amelioration as demonstrated in Table. 3.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed geometrical metrics to measure the impact of distortion correction in diffusion MRI of the spinal cord. Based on the assumption that the distortion only affects the apparent shape of spine and not the principal direction of diffusion, we proposed two novel statistics which take into account the alignment of the diffusion tensor with the apparent centerline of the spinal cord. This geometric evaluation was used to compare 3 distortion correction methods conducted on 95 scans. The fragmentation by levels and parts of the spine shows the different impact between edges (C1, C2, T1, T2) and center (C3,C4) of the imaging window. This local evaluation provides a performance measure complementary to classical comparison with a reference anatomical image.
### Table 2. Comparison of the Angular Concentration of directions (ACD) between non-corrected images and HySCO, Topup and Voss: results of the paired t-test per vertebral level. If t-statistic value is positive, this means that the angular concentration in the corrected images is better than in the uncorrected images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HySCO</th>
<th>Topup</th>
<th>Voss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>7.10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7.10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>7.10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>7.10^{-4}</td>
<td>7.10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-7</td>
<td>3.10^{-8}</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>7.10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Comparison of the cross-correlation between T2w and the corrected b=0 diffusion image between non-corrected image and HySCO, Topup and Voss: results of the paired t-test for the whole cervical spine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>HySCO</th>
<th>Topup</th>
<th>Voss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>1.814</td>
<td>-0.927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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